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Discount Word Problems

Missing SP/MP: S2

1) The marked price of a water cooler is S 148. The shopkeeper offers an

off-season discount of 24%. Find the selling price.

2) The student discount at a fast-food restaurant is 11%. If Marissa pays S 89,

what is the total bill?
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5) Elle bought a large set of glitter paints for her students. A regular customer,

she got a discount of 4% on the bill. What was the marked price if Elle paid
S144 for the purchase?
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Answer Key

Name :

Discount Word Problems

Missing SP/MP: S2

1) The marked price of a water cooler is S 148. The shopkeeper offers an

off-season discount of 24%. Find the selling price.

S112.48
2) The student discount at a fast-food restaurant is 11%. If Marissa pays S 89,

what is the total bill?

PREVIEW

S100
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S33.60
5) Elle bought a large set of glitter paints for her students. A regular customer,

she got a discount of 4% on the bill. What was the marked price if Elle paid
S144 for the purchase?

S150
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